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What actually causes an ice cube to melt?
Claim: What causes an ice cube to melt? You should attempt to describe how this occurs using
scientific reasoning and an explanation.

Evidence:
Demonstration #1: Ice Blocks
Part 1.

- Note the feel, weight, and appearance of blocks A and B in your data table.
Based on these observations, predict what will happen when ice cubes are placed onto the
blocks at the same time. (A will melt first, B will melt first, or they will melt at the same time).
Explain your reasoning.

- Place a piece of ice in the center of the ring on top of each block
- Record your observations in the table
- Clean and dry all equipment at your station

Block A B

Appearance and feel

Ice Observations

Question Formulation Technique (QFT): Come up with a list of questions about the phenomenon
you observed.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SsUiMOufvH335G4AjO9isa538cluLIq20jux6ZCFoWs/edit?usp=sharing


Part 2.
1. You and your partners will now develop a model to represent the phenomenon you

observed and to answer one of the key questions that you came up with.
2. Record the temperature of each of the blocks using the infrared thermometer

Block A B

Temperature

Demonstration #2: Take note of the observations you make during the second demo your
teacher shows to the class.

A) Hot (red) water in a flask dropped into a beaker of cold water

B) Cold (blue) water in a flask dropped into a beaker of hot water

Key vocabulary Terms:
Endothermic energy change:

Exothermic energy change:

Temperature:

Heat:

Reasoning: What actually causes an ice cube to melt? You answer should include the
following:

- Why did the ice cube melt faster for one of the blocks than the other one?
- The direction of heat flow between each of the blocks and the ice cubes
- The terms heat and temperature

Extension Question: During a football game a quarterback felt cramping in his right shoulder of
his throwing arm. At half time, the offensive coach gave a hot pack to the quarterback. The
chemicals in the activated hot pack react and provide a change in energy.
State the direction of heat flow between the quarterback's shoulder and the hot pack.

Identify the change in the hot pack as endothermic or exothermic and explain why.


